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How do we make sense, in real time, of social media 
coming from the public about snow storms?

During snowstorms, social media data can be extremely useful.

Social media has the advantages and disadvantages of big data. 

Artificial Intelligence, specifically Natural Language Processing (NLP), can hopefully 
make sense of social media and make us more resilient in the face of storms.



We developed several NLP models for Twitter 
snowstorm data (NL Jan 2020)

We did supervised classification.

CrisisNLP labels proved  inadequate.

We turned to unsupervised classification.

We found pros & cons with each.
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Supervised Classification 

Supervised classification organizes content into predetermined categories. It can 
categorize in real time.

Before it’s used, supervised classification requires large training datasets.

Our model was trained with a dataset of 16,000 tweets from crises (floods, 
hurricanes, earthquakes) labeled by CrisisNLP (Imran et al., 2016).





“#nlwhiteout OR #nlweather OR #Newfoundland OR #nlblizzard2020 OR #NLStorm2020 OR 
#snowmaggedon2020 OR #stormageddon2020 OR #Snowpocalypse2020 OR #Snowmageddon OR 
#nlstorm OR #nltraffic OR #NLwx OR #NLblizzard -filter:retweets”



Injured/Dead People

An 83-year-old man is dead in the wake of 
a collision involving a snowmobile and a 
pickup truck on the highway by Flowers 
Cove. RCMP said the snowmobile was 
attempting to cross the highway at the time. 
He died shortly after the collision #cbcnl 
#nltraffic

Sadly, there is a young man missing 
who was out in the storm. Search is 
underway. #NLStorm2020 

@[REDACTED] outages are continuing to 
increase this afternoon across Eastern 
Newfoundland. Unfortunately, I expect this 
to get much worse with the highest winds 
still a few hours away and lasting until early 
in the overnight hours. Be prepared for 
losing power tonight #Nlwx

The irrepressible @[REDACTED] has been 
organizing shovelling crews for the past few 
days and they have helped countless 
people. We were just shovelling out some 
nurses and this angel drove by and 
lightened our load (quite literally). #nlwx

Firefighters are knocking on doors 
and evacuating residence of the 
battery due to avalanche 
possibilities #nlwx

After nailing the landing on the stool 
jump I’ve moved on to the Butterfly 
competition. #nailedit #nlwx 
#blizzard2020

Missing/Trapped/Found People

Infrastructure and utilities damage Displaced People and Evacuations

Donation needs/offers/volunteering Irrelevant Information



Supervised Classification: Snow Tweets Classified as “Other”



Unsupervised classification

Unsupervised classification--we use topic modelling--categorizes a corpus when the 
labels aren’t known (e.g., #nlwx).

Top relevant terms assigned to a cluster can be interpreted and an emergent topic 
can be labelled.

Preparation is less labour-intensive (i.e., no prior training of data required).



Pretraining classification models with context 
models: Biterm and BERT

Existing classification models (supervised or un-) can lack context. These models can 
treat words as separate instead of contextual: 

flood can appear in “flood of cash” & “flood waters”.

Data sparsity (lack of word co-occurrence patterns) can occur when using 
conventional topic modelling for shorter texts. Biterm is useful for our tweets.

One of our topic models (sentence-BERT + Kmeans) was trained on massive amounts 
of language data (e.g., from wikipedia) and then fine-tuned for specific tasks.



Unsupervised Classification: topics and their top terms

Topic 0 Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8

snow nlwx power assistance hope stay safe snow snow newfoundland

storm newfoundland road people newfoundland safe people
stormageddon
2020 nlwx

newfoundland nlblizzard2020 closed helping prayer newfoundland car
snowmaggedo
n2020 snow

emergency
snowmaggedo
n2020 power outage emergency hoping storm storm newfoundland snowmaggedon2020

stormageddon
2020 nltraffic snow support thinking nlwx power storm people

wind snow emergency newfoundland stay safe warning nlwx blizzard love

blizzard nlstorm2020 storm community safe stay newfoundland nlwx day

nlwx
snowmageddo
n outage food hope safe

envcanada 
advisory 
blowingsnow road snowstorm time

john nlstorm john supply storm emergency house
snowpocalyps
e2020 nlblizzard2020

update snowstorm lost power service friend
blizzard 
warning door winter storm



Visualizing a Snow Tweet Topic



Conclusion: 
AI is useful but it 
isn’t automatic. 

You need human 
intervention to do 
it right.

Supervised Unsupervised

Choice of model (e.g., SVM)
Choice of training dataset 
Choice of search terms (filters)
Cleaning of data (e.g., removing 
redundancy, extraneous noise)
Removal of stop words
Choice of tokenizer
Tuning of hyperparameters 
(learning rate & optimizer)
Validation

Choice of model (e.g., Kmeans, 
LDA)
Choice of search terms (filters)
Accumulation of significant 
amount of content
Removal of stop words, hashtags
Choice of tokenizer
Choice of number of topics (e.g., 
coherence)
Decisions about chunking/batch 
(corpus examination)
Choice of number of iterations
Topic labelling
Assessment of topic quality (e.g., 
irrelevant topics)
Validation



Thank you!
Crowdsourcing Weather Tweets Project

@re_sieber



Extra slides



Outlier Tweets






